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Foreword
Over the past few years, the term ‘Growth Mindset’ has become increasingly used in
education and is now becoming more popular with families. Through decades of
research, Dr Carol Dweck has shown that what people believe about their abilities
significantly impacts on their learning and personal accomplishment.
Many educational establishments are trying to create a culture that fosters the belief
that abilities can change and grow (Growth Mindset) as opposed to the belief that they
are fixed (Fixed Mindset). There are now many resources for educators that explain Dr
Carol Dweck’s mindset theory and provide them with ideas to teach about the mindsets
to students.
Led by Tim Walters and Deborah Setters, Vauvert Primary School in Guernsey has taken a
journey to build Growth Mindset through its core, like a stick of rock. Pupils, staff and
parents have a sound understanding of mindset theory and the behaviours that come
from the different mindsets. It tracks the process by which congruence between the
theory of Growth Mindset and a whole school culture has been achieved.
The Family Mindsetters takes the key elements of that work, translated into a highly
accessible form for families to use. Using the stories of twins called Bob and Lola, written
by Tim, it provides a journey for each family to follow, to develop as a Family Mindsetters.
It also provides the tried and tested process needed to make a successful journey to a
Growth Mindset Family.
So, enjoy and learn from the stories in this book.
They are warming to read and the creativity of approach is an inspiration.
Jeremy Frith and Rachel Sykes, Frith Sykes Ltd
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About the Author
Tim Walters is headteacher of Vauvert Primary School in Guernsey. He has 25 years
experience of leading and managing in and with schools. After his first headship he
worked for Somerset Education Authority as a Lead School Development Adviser,
leading on new headteacher training, curriculum development and latterly developing
successful bespoke programmes for schools in challenging circumstances. Vauvert
Primary School is his third headship. He is an appointed dinghy sailing Coach / Assessor
for the Royal Yachting Association, and can be seen most weekends volunteering at his
local yacht club, spending time with his family, and enjoying the beautiful island of
Guernsey.

Family Mindsetters is Tim’s second book.
His first book, written with Deborah Setters, a book for school leaders and teachers, is
called ‘Growth Mindset – From Roots to Roses’, and can be purchased from
mindsetters.gg. Why not buy it for your child’s school?
Vauvert Primary School was featured in a film documenting the successful development
of a Growth Mindset in Guernsey. This can be found on You Tube – search for ‘Mindset
the Movie’. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EsWLIH0fxnA
Tim and Deborah are continuing to develop and find new resources, weblinks and stories
for Growth Mindset.
Let us know your great ideas!
Contact us here: mindsetters.gg
Contact Tim here: tim@mindsetters.gg
This book is part of a set – I hope!
After the Roots will come the ‘Roses of Success Family Mindsetters’.
Keep an eye out on our website or follow me on Facebook!
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Growth Mindset – the science-y bit!
Carol Dweck, Stanford Professor of Psychology, has spent decades researching achievement and
success. She identified two mindsets, ‘fixed’ and ‘growth’.
Our mindset affects the way we interact with and make sense of the world, and how motivated
we are to learn new things.
In a Fixed Mindset people believe that abilities, intelligence and talents are fixed traits – in other
words, that you have a certain amount of ability and that you can’t do much to change or
improve upon that;

In a Growth Mindset people believe that, with practice, dedication and hard work, abilities can
be developed. This view creates a love of learning and resilience leading to personal challenges
and a greater likelihood of a person being their very best.
Growth Mindset can be taught.
It creates motivation and productivity, not just in education, but in all aspects of family life, as
adults and as children.
It enhances relationships and increases achievement.
Every word and action sends a message.
These messages tell children how to view themselves.
Some messages promote a Fixed Mindset by saying, “You have permanent traits and I’m judging
them”.
Some promote a Growth Mindset by saying, “You are a developing person and I am interested in
your development”.
Focussing on the process promotes a Growth Mindset and therefore helps children to believe that
they can always grow and improve.

Statements such as:
“I like the way you approached that problem”
and
“You did well. You kept trying even when it became difficult”
and
“You worked hard at learning this new skill, and it has paid off”

all promote a Growth Mindset. This will help them see their personal best getting better and
better, in whatever activity or learning they are doing.
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Instilling a Growth Mindset means praise for their efforts, for trying, having a go and learning from
mistakes, rather than praising them for talent or for being clever or a ‘natural’.
Research has proven that providing Fixed Mindset praise and feedback leads to reduced
motivation to further challenge.
Growth Mindset praise and feedback leads to increased motivation, as well as increased intrinsic
motivation (ie doing something well ‘because I want to’, rather than for a reward from someone).
Parents are the real key to this being successful, because parents are the role models that
children learn from.

Look first at yourself, and what mindset you have.
Be honest! The table below will help you understand what mindset you have.
Do you have a Fixed Mindset or a Growth Mindset?
A parent with a Fixed Mindset will:

A parent with a Growth Mindset will:

Give up easily

Keep trying

Avoid challenge

Embrace challenge

See effort as futile

See effort as a pathway to mastery

Make comments such as I am no good
at this / this is rubbish

Make comments such as I am not good
at this - yet

Feel threatened by the success of others

Be inspired by the success of others

Ignore useful negative feedback

See all feedback as a way to help
improve

Believe intelligence is fixed

Believe intelligence is not fixed

If you answered mainly in the Fixed Mindset column, don’t despair, as all is not lost!
In fact it is possible to change our mindset whatever our age – but you will need to be motivated
to do so. This may have already happened, as you have bought the book, so you must think there
is something worth investigating.
If you answered mainly in the Growth Mindset column well done, but you may not be there - yet!
Having the right mindset yourself is one thing, passing that on to your child is another.
The book is here to help, whether you feel you have a Fixed Mindset or a Growth Mindset.
Read the stories, do the follow up activities with your child and develop a mutual understanding
of what a Growth Mindset means.
A Growth Mindset will mean something different to each family – that’s the nature of any shared
ideals – but intrinsically the messages will be the same.
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Now we take a look at the behaviours that are exhibited in each of the mindsets:
MINDSET

A FIXED MINDSET

A GROWTH MINDSET

LEADS TO…

... a desire to look clever and
therefore a tendency to...

....a desire to learn and therefore a
tendency to...

CHALLENGES

..avoid challenges

...embrace challenge

SETBACKS

...get defensive or give up easily

...persist in the face of setbacks

EFFORT

...see effort as fruitless or worthless

...see effort as the path to mastery

CRITICISM

...ignore useful negative
feedback

...learn from criticism

FAILURE

...reflects a lack of talent

...is a learning opportunity

SUCCESS OF OTHERS

...feel threatened by the success
of others

...find lessons and inspiration in the
success of others

POTENTIAL

...is measured by current
performance (e.g.current skills)

...cannot be measured. Who knows
what I may be able to do if I give it a
go and try?

A significant amount of the impact of a Growth Mindset on a family will be evident in ‘what we
say’ and ‘what we do’ – the evident behaviours.
Both are related in that children will take their cues from adults, especially you as parents.
It has been seen that a lot will be determined by the parents as role models and also what is said
in the discussions between parent and child.
A key aspect of this will therefore be the vocabulary used in the interaction between you and
your child. Research has shown that feedback can have a marked effect upon children.
The table below can help with how we may talk to a child in compliments or praise, and the
effect it may have on the child:
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PERSON COMPLIMENT/PRAISE

PROCESS COMPLIMENT/PRAISE

(FIXED PRAISE)

(GROWTH PRAISE)

Example

“You are such a brilliant musician”

“We can really tell how hard you
worked at practising this piece of
music. We’re so proud of you ”

Effect on thinking

Evokes a Fixed Mindset

Evokes a Growth Mindset

Effect on feeling

Evokes a sense of pride and
satisfaction

Evokes a sense of pride and
satisfaction

Feels nervous to try new
challenges for fear of failing and
not being a “brilliant musician”

Embracing challenges and will try
another difficult problem

(short term)
Effect on behaviour
(longer term)

Less effort
Less endurance and confidence
and poor recovery from setbacks
Defensive response to failure

More effort and confident when
encounters something new
More motivated to learn
Will see mistakes as learning
opportunities

And put another way:
Fixed Mindset praise / feedback

Growth Mindset praise / feedback

‘You learned that so quickly.’

‘You have stretched yourself and tried to learn
more challenging things. Well done, keep it up.’

‘You’re very smart.’
‘You’re really intelligent.’

‘You got all that right without even trying.’
‘Look at that drawing. You’re the next
Picasso!’
In research, when Fixed Mindset feedback
was given, 34% of children would go on to
try a more challenging task.

	
  
	
  

‘You have worked really hard to improve here,
well done.’
‘You have put in the effort and it has paid off.
You now understand this much better than you
did before.’
‘Well done for showing me the mistakes you
have made, you can now work on them with
my help, to get even better at it.’
In research, when Growth Mindset feedback
was given, 72% would go on to try a more
challenging task.
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I’m ready to get started! What do I do?
You need to start with yourself! Here are the 5 Top Tips to make it successful!

Top Tip Number One - Be a growth mindset role model!
How often have you said “I can’t cook / play football / dance” or when asked to get involved
with something: “I’ll give this a miss as I am rubbish at it!” Make sure you’re sending the right
message.
In this book you will hear about the Power of Yet – embrace it too!
This is the Number One Top Tip for a reason….

Top Tip Number 2 – Focus on how your child approaches things!
Focus on your child for the skills s/he shows: hard work, persistence, rising to a challenge, learning
from a mistake, etc., rather than being brilliant or talented.
The stories in the book will provide a way to talk about this.
This is process orientation rather than outcome orientation…

Top Tip Number Three – the Challenge!
Encourage your child to take on a challenge. Embrace challenges! The best learning comes from
challenge. Make sure you model this too in your life.
In the book you will all learn about the Pit, and why the Pit is really important to deep learning in
all aspects of life. Add this to the Challenge-O-Meter and you have a shared way to look at levels
of challenge.

Top Tip Number Four – A Growth Mindset can be applied to anything!
Remember a growth mindset isn’t just about school subjects! It applies to a huge number of areas
of life, from academic subjects to sport, friendships and getting through life.

Top Tip Number Five – You are competing against your previous self!
Focus on your Personal Best. It’s not just for athletes! The focus is on the process of improvement.
Be a role model for that too! Talk about what we learn from the success of others, and talk to your
child about what he or she can learn from others.
In the book you will find out about Personal Best, doing things better than you did last week /
month / year, by competing against your former self.
Which takes us back to Top Tip Number One….

How does this book help?
The rationale behind the book is based upon a successful approach to developing a Growth
Mindset in a school, working with children, staff and parents.
By using stories, pictures (symbolism) and activities children – and adults - are able to make sense
of the concept in their own way.
You can follow the same successful developmental process as a family.
To do this, the book has been worded to reflect growth, as in a plant or a tree.
In order for the plant to grow strong, to be resilient and healthy, it needs to have strong roots. This
is what the book focuses on – Roots, the Foundations of a Growth Mindset development.
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Roots – the Foundations of a Growth Mindset development
This section contains lots of stories to share, based upon two characters (twins called Bob and
Lola), with ways to follow up with home activities. In this way you will build a shared story, and thus
a shared understanding of Growth Mindset, for your family.
This section will introduce the importance of having a go, not giving up, that hard work pays off,
the power of yet, that we learn best when we are in the learning pit, and how a Challenge-OMeter works, as well as elements of metalearning (learning about how we learn).
Work with schools and parents has also shown the value of following up the stories – talking about
the story, making the story your own, sharing ideas and experiences. To help with this, at the start
of each story is ‘The bit for adults’, which will help you when reading the story with your child. At
the end of each story there a few ideas of activities to do together, to get you started.

Personal Best
Personal Best – the focus is now upon competing against your previous self only.
This section includes all the stories, and suggested family activities to learn about ‘Personal Best’.
At the start of each story is ‘The bit for adults’, which will help you with reading the story and doing
any of the suggested follow up activities.
It is important to start with the Roots stories, as these provide the foundations of future work, then
move on to Personal Best.
Want to do more?
Look out for the next series of ‘Roses of Success’ Family Mindsetter books, coming out soon! These
will build upon the Roots – the foundations – with further family stories and activities.
Why only a few pictures?
Through the work done with schools and parents, much of the success of this work relies on
children making the stories their own, through drawings, symbols and words. This has been shown
to have a strong impact on readers, and particularly in remembering the key information in a
story (you may wish to look at Pie Corbett’s Talk for Writing work to see more about this).
So share the stories, read together, talk about Bob and Lola.
Then the key is making the stories your own!
Draw your own Bob and Lola, rename them, write your own - in short turn my stories into your
family stories and messages for a Growth Mindset family, turn them into your shared journey.
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The Roots of a Family Growth Mindset – Start here!
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Chapter One
Bob and Lola: I can’t, I won’t!
The bit for adults
This is the first story, of how Bob and Lola started moving from a Fixed Mindset to a
Growth Mindset.
At the end of the story there are some things you may like to do together, to help you
and all the family develop your understanding of a Growth Mindset.
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Bob and Lola – ‘I can't, I won't!’	
  	
  
Bob and Lola were twins. As with all babies they couldn't speak to
begin with, but after making the usual gurgling and babbling
noises, the first understandable words were not the usual "Mum" or
"Dad" but the more unusual words – "can't", "won't".
At first this was thought by the adults to be quite funny.
The joke didn't last too long, though!
Because whenever they were asked to do something, the answer
would be the same from each:
Bob would say, "Won't!"
Lola would say, "Can't!"
It didn't matter what the request, the answer was always the same.
"Bob and Lola, go and get dressed, please," would be politely
asked by Mum (or Dad).
"Won't!" said Bob.
"Can't!" said Lola.
"You need to eat your breakfast, children," Dad would gently urge.
"Won't!" said Bob.
"Can't!" said Lola.
And this went on (and on) through life. Anything that came up for them to do they said the same
thing. "Won't!" "Can't!"
The day came for them to start school. All went well, for an hour at least. The teacher then said
to them, "Bob and Lola, come and do a drawing with me, please."
"Won't!" said Bob.
"Can't!" said Lola.
And so it went on through school.
"We're going to do some writing today," said the teacher with enthusiasm.
Lola's hand went up.
"Yes, Lola?"
"I can't!"
Bob's hand went up.
"Yes, Bob?" would say the teacher (who by now knew what was coming next).
"I won't!"
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All sorts of great things happened whilst they were at school. There would be the writing and the
reading, and the maths and the science and the art and the clubs (lots of clubs), but when asked
to do any of them the conversation went like this:
We are going to do some great maths today," said the teacher with enthusiasm.
Lola's hand went up.
"Yes, Lola?"
"I can't!"
Bob's hand went up.
"Yes, Bob?" would say the teacher (who knew what was coming next).
"I won't!"
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------It came to the summer term and the school pool was finally open for swimmers!
The pupils were pretty excited, and with the weather being hot, they were looking forward to a
cooling dip.
Neither Bob nor Lola could swim; they had been asked a number of times, encouraged to take
part, ordered to have a go even, but the answer (with arms crossed and grumpy faces) was
always: "Can't!" "Won't!"
Mum and Dad by now were quite worried about the twins, especially with swimming. They had
bought Bob and Lola a super swimming costume each, with towels of their favourite cartoon
character each, and snazzy swimming goggles. Maybe, just maybe, they would try swimming?
But no, it wasn’t going to happen.
So, the pool opened for the first time that summer. Bob and Lola trudged to school on a hot
morning with new swimming costumes, cartoon character towels, and snazzy swimming goggles.
The time came for the lesson.
"It's time to get changed," said the teacher.
You can guess what happened.
Lola said, "I can't swim."
Bob said, "I won't swim."
"We're not going in the water because we can't swim and we won't
swim, so there!"
The first week they missed out on swimming. In fact, they missed
swimming for the whole season.
No-one could get them in the water, not the teacher, not their
parents, not even the fierce headteacher. They couldn't even get
them near to the pool.
And every week Bob and Lola sat in the hot, stuffy classroom hearing
the squeals of delight from their classmates, the sound of splashing,
and saw the fresh faces when their friends returned from the lesson.
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Come the start of the new school year and the big visit everyone looked forward to – a day out at
the castle! If there was one thing at school more special than the swimming and all other visits, it
was the visit to the castle, a spectacular building full of history, battlements, moats, towers and the
most massive portcullis.
Everyone got ready on the morning of the visit – coats on, lunches packed, notepads collected,
pencils sharpened, cameras charged up.
"We're going to learn lots about the castle, and we're also going to do sketching and drawing,"
said the teacher.
"I can't do drawing," said Lola.
"I won't do drawing," said Bob.
"We can't do drawing, and we won't do drawing, so we won't be going," Bob and Lola
announced to the class.
No matter what anyone said, the answer was the same (but you knew that, didn't you?).
"Can't go!"
"Won't go!"
And that was that.
The class returned at the end of the day, brimming with stories of turrets and swordfights, knights
and battlements, dungeons and executions.
And, for the first time, Bob and Lola started thinking, "We didn't see any of that ...? Because ... I
can't do it and I won't do it."
Was this how it was always going to be?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------When they were 10, Mum and Dad splashed out on an extra-special family holiday – to Spain! By
the sea!
Lola immediately declared there was a problem: "I can't go to the sea, because I can't swim so I
can't go there."
And sure enough Bob declared: "I won't go to the sea, because I won't swim, so I won't go there."
Mum and Dad agreed Bob and Lola didn't need to go to the sea because there was plenty more
to see and do.
The big day came, everything about travelling to Spain went fantastically well, and the hotel was
just as extra-special as Mum and Dad had hoped. Spain! By the sea!
As they entered the front of the hotel to check in, the view through to the back of the hotel was
filled to the brim with palm trees, sea, sand, swimming pools and a huge children's play area.
Of all the things Bob and Lola could see, it was the children's play area that caught their
attention. They enjoyed the swings and the seesaw in particular, and there were plenty of these
in vibrant colours in the bright sun.
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They were really keen to go there straight away, but Dad said to be patient and go to their rooms
first. After what seemed like an age of checking in, sorting baggage, finding holiday clothes,
sorting sun cream, water bottles, Mum and Dad eventually confirmed they were ready for the
children's play area. So, with great excitement they all set off.
Now, to get to the play area meant going back to the hotel entrance, out through the back, past
the palm trees, skirt round the edge of the pool, and in through the big yellow gates to the play
area.
Once back at the hotel reception, Mum and Dad let Bob and Lola walk on ahead.
Out the door, past the palm trees then skirting round the pool.
Lola pointed at the glistening water.
"I'm not going in there because I can't swim, so I can't go near there."
"Me neither," said bob. "I won't swim, so I won't be going in ..."
At that very moment a small boy scuttled round the side of the pool, and caught Bob's left arm. It
was only a glancing catch, but enough to off-balance Bob. Added to the wet floor, Bob had to
grab hold of Lola. With a yelp, Lola lost her balance too, and with an almighty splash they landed
right in the deep end of the pool.
They surfaced as quickly as they went under, with blubs and yelps and splutters and gulps, they
hurriedly thrashed in the water.
"I— can—t s—w—im!" spluttered Lola.
"I— won—t s—w—im!" gasped Bob.
And then the most amazing thing happened.
Because as they splashed and thrashed and flailed their arms and kicked their legs they realized –
wow! – they were swimming back to the side of the pool.
It must be said they couldn't swim very well – yet! – but they could, in their own way, swim. And,
after a bit more spluttering and flailing, they made it back to the side of the pool.
As they held on to the bar, Mum and Dad rushed to them.
"Are you OK?"
"Are you hurt?"
"My poor children!"
"Quick, out you get. We must get you out of your wet clothes!"
But Bob and Lola didn't get out.
Instead they looked at each other.
Bob looked at Lola and Lola looked at Bob.
"That was quite fun. Shall we swim back to the other side?"
"I will!" said Bob.
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"And I can!" said Lola.
"Well, I'll have a go if you have a go," said Lola.
With that, they struck off from the side.
The swimming stroke was a cross between doggy-paddle and splashing, but it got them to the
other side.
When they got to the other side, they realized they could stand in the water.
And there, grinning, in soggy holiday T-shirt and shorts, they gave each other a hug. And then,
they swam across the pool again!
This time they clambered out and sat by the pool with Mum and Dad, having a cool drink whilst
the hot sun dried their soggy clothes.
"Do you know what?" said Lola. "I can do that," pointing to the water. "I can swim, and I want to
do it again." And so did Bob.
"I can swim," said Lola.
"And I will swim," said Bob.
“So maybe,” said Mum gently, “just maybe ‘can't’ and ‘won't’ is all in your heads? Imagine - you
didn’t think you could swim, and you have found you could, so maybe there are other things you
may be able to do if you wanted to give them a try? What do you think about giving things a
try?”
"I can and I will," said Bob and Lola together, laughing.
So, imagine the surprise for their teacher when they returned to school in September!
All the teachers knew that Lola would always say "I can't" and Bob would always say "I won't".
Bob and Lola sat quietly in class whilst the teacher talked. Then she said: "Today I want you to
write all about your summer holidays. I'd like to know all about it." The teacher was already
thinking: "I know what's going to happen next, I know it –Bob will say he can't and Lola will say she
won't write."
Bob's hand went straight up.
"Uh-oh," thought the teacher, "here we go."
"Yes, Bob?"
"I had a brilliant summer holiday in Spain, and I really want to write about it straight away!"
The teacher was lost for words. Which, as we know, doesn't happen often with teachers! Then
Lola's hand went up.
"Yes, Lola?"
"I want to write about my holiday. I think I might find some of the spellings difficult, but I want to
give it a go."
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Both of them headed straight off to get writing, both of them worked really hard and both were
pleased with what they achieved.

And at every lesson, Bob and Lola were the first with their hands up.
The first to ask to try something.
The first to try anything, and everything!
Because Bob and Lola had realized how many things they had missed out on.
And so it was that they never said "I can't" or "I won't" ever again.

* * * * *
We are all offered new things to do, new things to try. And our first answer could be: "Oh, I can't
do that," or "I won't try that, because I may not be able to do it."
We don't need the "I can't" and "I won't" because we can have the "I can" and
"I will" instead.
In life you often get given new things to do.
New things that you may not be sure about.
New things that you may not know – yet – if you can do.
New things that may be hard or tricky.
New things that may make you think.
So, what you need to choose is:
"I will try it."
"I can give it a go."
And to help you are all the adults, helping you to give it a go.
We don't want to turn into the old Bob and Lola!
We want to be the new Bob and Lola!
Bob and Lola – ‘I can’t, I won’t!’ © 2017 Tim Walters

Family Time - what to do next!

* * * * *

8

Draw! Draw a picture of Bob and Lola, to take with you through the rest of the stories!

ü

Play the Memory Game! Draw or write what you remember about the story.

$

Be a Detective! Find out who in your family is like the new Bob and who’s like Lola!
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Chapter Two
Bob and Lola: The Power of Yet
The bit for adults
This is the second story, of how Bob and Lola continued moving from a Fixed Mindset to a
Growth Mindset. This builds upon the first story.
This story has a key message that ‘I may not be able to do this – yet!’ and explains how
we all can be able to do things over time.
At the end of the story there are some things you may like to do together, to help you
and all the family develop your understanding of a Growth Mindset.
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Bob and Lola – The Power of Yet
Bob and Lola were helping mum and dad. They
were having new beds delivered!
Bob and Lola were very excited, and so they were
really keen to tidy their bedrooms to fit the new
beds in.
Bob was taking books off his bookshelf and putting
them into a box. As he was doing this, he was
putting the books he didn’t want anymore in pile
on his bedroom floor.
Lola was doing the same thing in her room.
“I’ve finished the bookshelf!”, shouted Bob, “what shall I do with the old books? Throw them
away?”
Mum came bustling into the bedroom to see.
“Well done, you have done a great job! The books can go to the charity shop, I am sure other
children would love to read them. Shall I help pack them in this box?”
Mum lifted a small pile of books and loaded them into the charity box.
“Wait a minute! This can’t go in the charity box!”, exclaimed mum.
Mum pulled back out a dusty book from the box.
“What is it?”, called both Bob and Lola, as they came rushing into the bedroom.
Mum was sitting down on the floor and opening what was obviously a photo album.
“This can’t be thrown away”, said mum, “this is full of all the photos of you as a baby, and then as
you got older.”
“I found one of those on my shelf too!”, shouted Lola, who immediately went and got her album,
joining mum and Bob sitting on the floor amidst all Bob’s bedroom stuff.
Together they started to look through the album.
The first pictures were Bob as a baby.
“Look at you, you look so cute, Bob!” Lola said.
“You did too, looking at that picture, Lola!”, replied Lola’s mum.
Page by page they looked through the photo albums, with mum talking about the pictures as
they went.
“Look at this photo, Bob! This one was when you were first trying to use a spoon to feed yourself.
You got it everywhere! See all the custard in your hair? I think by the end you had more in your
hair than you got in your mouth!”
“I couldn’t eat with a spoon could I?”, laughed Bob.
Mum smiled at Bob.
“No, when you were first eating you couldn’t do it yet”, replied mum.
Mum started to laugh at a photo in Lola’s album.
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“This picture was taken when you were just trying to walk. You kept falling on your bottom and
crying each time. Luckily you landed on your nappy!”
“I couldn’t walk without wobbling!”, laughed Lola, as she looked at the photo.
“No, like Bob, you couldn’t do it just yet” replied mum.
Bob started thinking, mum and Lola could see that he was.
“What’s on your mind, Bob?”, asked Lola.
“I’m thinking of when we were really little”, replied Bob. “When children are really young babies
there are lots of things you can’t do, like feed yourself, walk, talk, go to the toilet. These are all
things Lola and I couldn’t do yet, but we can do them all now, and more.”
“How does that happen, then?”, asked Lola.
It was mum’s turn to look thoughtful.
“Well I haven’t really thought about it before, but I guess one thing would be having a go at it …”
“…like using a spoon” interjected Bob.
“…and trying to walk”, added Lola.
“That’s right”, laughed mum, “and then you need to keep having a go, and working at it to get
better at it, until you can do it.”
Lola’s mind was working hard.
“So when we used to say ‘can’t’ and ‘won’t’ there were already things we had learnt to do,
things we tried which we couldn’t do yet, that we kept trying until we could do them?”
“That’s right!” replied mum.
Bob’s mind was working hard too.
“So there are things in the pictures that we couldn’t do yet, but we can do now. And there are
things we can’t do yet, but we will be able to do as we get older if we have a go and keep
trying?”
“That sounds right too!”, exclaimed mum.
It was Lola’s turn to look thoughtful now.
“I keep hearing the word ‘Yet’”, said Lola, “I think it’s what we call in school a powerful word?”
“Maybe it’s the Power of Yet!”, exclaimed Bob and Lola together.
Bob and Lola – The Power of Yet © 2017 Tim Walters
*****

Family Time - what to do next!
!

Play the Memory Game! Draw or write what you remember about the story.

8

Be an Internet Surfer for Yet! With mum or dad, use the internet to find out more.
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Chapter Three
Bob and Lola – Hard Work
The bit for adults
This is the third story, of how Bob and Lola continued moving from a Fixed Mindset to a
Growth Mindset.
This story builds on the key message that ‘I may not be able to do this – yet!’ but if I work
hard at it I can get better and better.
At the end of the story there are some things you may like to do together, to help you
and all the family develop your understanding of a Growth Mindset.
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Bob and Lola – Hard Work
I’m sure you will remember the last Bob and Lola
stories?
First of all we had the story of Bob and Lola who
started saying ‘I can’t!’ ‘I won’t!’ and then started
saying: "I can!" and "I will!"
And then Bob and Lola, looking at photo albums with
mum, learnt all about the ‘Power of Yet’.
Well, we catch up with Bob and Lola few months later ...
Bob and Lola were on the walk home from school. It was an unusually warm day as they trudged
up the hill and through the park that led to home. It wasn't very far, but this day was warmer than
normal, the climb up the hill to the park was harder work than normal.
Bob in particular found the walk very tiring. He dragged himself and his backpack along the
path, head down, shoulders slumped and feet slapping on the warm tarmac. His bag felt it had
an elephant in it; his feet were made of lead. He looked like he had the weight of the world on
his shoulders as he harrumphed along. Near the top of the hill he slogged through the park gates,
following behind Lola. To his right he spied a park bench and immediately sped up to a little
above snail's pace, and dropped on to the seat with a final "harrumph!"
Lola heard this, and walked back to Bob.
Sitting on the bench in silence, they looked out on the beautiful view in front of them. The hill fell
away to show the town below, the river snaking around it, and the fields and hills beyond.
Finally Lola spoke. "Come on, Bob, we need to get home," she said gently.
"I can't," said Bob.
Lola looked stunned. She hadn't heard this word for quite a while.
"What do you mean?" she asked hesitantly.
"I can't move. I'm worn out and tired. I need to stop here a moment. Will you wait with me?"
asked Bob.
"I will," said Lola.
They sat in silence a while longer.
"What's the matter, Bob?" asked Lola.
A long pause ensued. Then Bob spoke.
"It's like this," Bob said quietly. "We've come back to school and we are doing 'I can' and 'I will',
and I'm really amazed with all the things I have got to do that I haven't got to do before. And I
now know that there are some things I can’t do it yet but if I try I will be able to do them. And I like
doing all the things I didn't do before, like football and art and music and trips and numeracy and
literacy and science and ICT – but – I'm just worn out!"
He took a deep, deep breath.
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"I've just started to find out all the things I don't know - yet."
"I know what you mean," replied Lola.
"Because," continued Bob, "when we said 'I can't' and 'I won't' it was easy, because we didn't do
anything."
"I know what you mean, Bob," agreed Lola. "It was easy to not do anything."
"And I now really like finding out new things and I'm amazed about trying new things, but I'm
finding out all the things I can't do yet, because I didn't do it before. Like in maths yesterday. I sat
down with the teacher, who went through it with me, and was really patient and helpful, but I just
couldn't do it, because I didn't know it, then I got stuck because I didn't know my tables and ...
and ..." Bob quietly stopped.
"I know how you feel, Bob," agreed Lola. "I sat down to do my writing about the visit to the farm,
and I couldn't do some of the spellings. I just got stuck, and I watched my friends just getting on
with it and writing a few pages ..."
"I had that, too," interrupted Bob. "All my table group were whizzing through the maths, apart
from me. I started to feel all worked up inside, like I had a washing machine in my tummy."
"And the writing, everyone could do it – but me," said Lola,” and my head started to really hurt,
like I had a big weight carried on it.”
"I'm worn out. I've worked so hard all day, and I just don't seem to be getting very far." His voice
sounded disheartened; dejected, even.
For a while they sat on the bench in silence, taking in the view. Bob slumped at one end, arm
hanging on the side of the bench, eyes closing; Lola sitting upright, arms resting on her knees, one
hand cupped under her chin, eyes closing too.
Each thought the other was going to sleep. The warm afternoon sun, the hard work, the trudge
up the hill and now a snooze on the bench.
"I've got it!" Lola suddenly shouted, springing out of her seat, and making Bob jump with a start.
"What, what?"
"I've got it," she repeated with glee.
"What are you on about?" said Bob, as he recovered his composure.
"Bob, sit down. You are not going to like what I have to tell you, but I have to tell you this." Lola
spoke quietly.
"What?" Bob asked quizzically, as he regained his seat on the bench.
"Bob, what I'm telling you is we are going to have to keep working hard, as hard as we can, trying
as hard as we can. We can already do lots we couldn't do before, and that’s because we have
worked really hard."
Bob looked disappointed at the news.
"Bob, if we are going to do well – and do even better – deciding ‘I can’ and ‘I will’ means lots of
hard work to do it. We can’t do it – yet – but we can do it, and we will do it, and I know what we
can do. What are you good at, Bob?"
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He sat up and looked at her. "Well, I'm ... er ... well, I'm pretty good at my spelling and literacy,
and ..."
"Good," interrupted Lola, "because I'm not very good at spelling yet."
"Ah, yes, now hang on," said Bob, suddenly catching on to Lola's idea. "I'm not so good at maths
yet, but you are good at it."
"That's right," said Lola, beaming at Bob. "And what do you like doing, Bob?"
"I like football, but it's always a bit rubbish playing it on my own in the garden ..."
"And I really like art," interrupted Lola, "and you, Bob, are quite good at art, too ..."
And so, over the next few minutes, Bob and Lola hatched a cunning plan!
"Bob, this is the big plan, the cunning plan to help us get better and better. When we get home
from school, we are going to do more hard work. We will start with half an hour of literacy, and
you can help me because you are better than me, and we will do it together."
"And," said Bob, "after that, we can do half an hour of maths, and you can help me because you
are better than me, and we will do it together."
"Right, that's great!" said Lola.
"And then, and then," Bob started excitedly, "I could do some art with you."
"In which case, I will then play football with you," replied Lola.
"You would do that with me? But you hate football!"
"I do, but we are doing it all together. Helping each other, working hard and having fun too."
"It's a cunning plan indeed, and it's a deal," said Bob.
And in their minds they kept thinking the same thing: "I can get better, and I will get better."
They realized that if they were going to get better at something – whether this might be school
work, football, art, friendship, whatever it may be – it will need hard work.
Saying "I can" and "I will" is not enough. Saying “I can’t do it – yet” is also not enough.
They have now realized that hard work pays off, and hard work and effort is needed to keep
getting better. They have also realized that helping each other helps too.
Bob and Lola – Hard Work © 2017 Tim Walters

Family Time - what to do next!
! Draw a Poster! Make a poster of Bob and Lola, and write what you remember of Hard Work
$ Be a Hard Work Detective! Find out more about when you are working hard.
Ø

Play the Hard Work Challenge! Each of the family sets themselves a challenge. Plan out
how you are going to do it, who is going to help, and when you want to have completed the
challenge. Go for it!
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Chapter Four
Bob and Lola – The Pit
The bit for adults
This is the story of how Bob and Lola continued moving from a Fixed Mindset to a Growth
Mindset.
This story has a key message that builds on all the previous stories:
I can, I will!
Understanding that I need to have a go at something if I am to master it;
The Power of Yet
I may not be able to do it – yet – but give it a try and I can get better at it;
Hard work
If I am going to get better at something first I need to decide I can, then understand I
may not be able to do it well yet, but if I am going to get better I will need to work hard
at it. If I work hard at it I can get better and better.
This story of the Pit focuses on what learning looks like.
We do our best learning when we are challenged (or challenge ourselves), and so
begins the understanding of how we may measure challenge and effort (after all
measuring what constitutes hard work mentally is much harder to quantify than physical
hard work).
At the end of any new learning we are in a better place than when we started.
It’s important to notice that the Pit is higher on the right hand side than on the left hand
side, to emphasise this new learning. (Lola falls in on the left, and gets out on the right).
There is a picture of a pit at the end of the story, to refer to whilst reading.
At the end of the story there are some things you may like to do together, to help you
and all the family develop your understanding of a Growth Mindset.
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Bob and Lola – The Pit
It was a beautiful day. The sun was shining and the
wind was gentle and warm.
Bob and Lola had decided it would be a great day
to go out.
One of their favourite places to go was into the fields
and woods behind the house where they lived.
"Come on, Lola, let's go!" cried Bob, as he scooped
up his binoculars. "It's a glorious day, so we are going
to make the most of it."
"Where shall we go first?" asked Lola.
"Well, I thought a walk through Silverman Wood would be great. I’ve got my binoculars so I can
do a bit of bird watching," replied Bob.
"That's a great start!" said Lola, “and I will head up through the fields to do some bug hunting.”
It was a little walk to Silverman Wood, but they walked happily all the way.
Finally they reached Silverman Wood. They played a fantastic game of hide and seek, using the
many trees, logs and bushes. After a while, the game finished, and Bob was keen to get his
binoculars out.
“This could take a while”, thought Lola, “it normally does.” She knew how much Bob enjoyed
spotting birds.
Lola waited patiently for a few minutes, but when it was clear Bob was not coming, she called
over to him.
“Bob?”, shouted Lola, “I’m heading on up to the top of the field, and so I’ll meet you there!”
“OK!”, Bob called back.
Lola then headed off out of Silverman Wood and up across the field. At the top of the field was
an area of deep grass and a hedge, perfect for bug hunting.
We she got there she quickly went on a bug hunt. She found all sorts, and wrote about them in
her little book. But it was really warm at the top of the field, the grass was deep and green and
swaying in the wind, and so she decided to sit in the long grass and stretch her legs out. Leaning
against the small hedge, she started to doze off, with one sleepy eye seeing Bob striding out of
the wood towards her.
"This is glorious! This is the life — Arghh!"
In one swift move she had lost her balance and toppled backwards through the small hedge and
down a bank. Over and over she rolled, bouncing as she went, until finally she came to rest at
the bottom.
Meanwhile, Bob had heard Lola call out, and then she had simply disappeared. He reached the
greenest grassy bank, and looked all around. Where had Lola gone?
"I'm down here. Bob, I'm down here. Down here!" shouted Lola.
He peered over the edge of the grassy bank, and there was Lola, right at the bottom of a deep,
round earth pit. She was muddy, standing in a pit of red sludgy mud, and wandering here and
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there, shouting anxiously. "I'm down here, Bob!" She was clearly a bit confused, and a little
scared too.
Bob called down to her. "Lola, are you OK? Are you hurt at all?"
Lola stopped wandering and looked up. "Am I glad to see you!" she called up. "I fell off the edge
of the bank, and I'm wet and muddy, and a bit scared." Then, looking around, she realized her
problem and continued: "Oh, and I'm a long way down in a pit of red sludgy mud."
"Well, I'm glad you are alright, Lola. Now, you need to get out of the pit," Bob replied.
"But I can't, it's too far to get out. It's a long way, and I don't think I can do it. Help!" cried Lola.
She felt all funny in her tummy, and her head felt fuzzy, and she couldn’t think clearly.
Bob realized she was quite worried, and so thought hard about how he could best help Lola get
out of the pit she was stuck in.
“Lola, come on, you can do it. It's not too far really," he said encouragingly.
"But I'm scared," replied Lola. "What happens if I fall, or a slip, or ... or ... or ... I'm never going to
get out of here!" and Lola started to cry.
He sat quietly at the top, and waited a moment. Sure enough, the sobbing got quieter.
"Come on, Lola, you can do it. You can get out of the pit. You just need to have a go." He
carried on quietly.
"Come on, Lola, just give it a go. Just try. Go on, you will be able to do it. Just one step to get
you started, that's all you need to do. Come on, give it a go. You can do it."
"But I'm not so sure," said Lola.
"Come on, just start. Just give it a go."
"But ... but ... what happens if I start climbing up and I fall?" whimpered Lola.
"Well, you may slip back down a little bit, or down to the bottom. And," Bob continued, "you have
already done that once, and it didn't hurt, did it?"
"Well, you are right, I suppose," Lola agreed, "I got a bit wet and muddy, but it didn't hurt."
"Precisely!" exclaimed Bob. "So have a go, Lola! One step at a time. Go on ... go on ... go on."
Lola looked way up, to the top of the pit, to see Bob smiling down, quietly calling: "Go on, go on,
have a go ..."
"All right, I will," she said in a determined voice. "But can you help me, please, Bob? I am still
scared, so if you could help me see my way up, help me find the best path, please?"
"Of course," replied Bob reassuringly.
She started what looked like such a big climb. She kept hearing Bob's words in his head. "Have a
go. One step will get you started. You can do it if you try."
And off she went, one step at a time. A few steps and a bit of climbing it seemed fine, and she
even began to enjoy it.
Then it started to get steeper and steeper. She got scared, and started calling out to Bob.
"Bob! This is getting harder. What do I do? Help me, please!"
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She began to slip and slide as the red mud at the bottom turned into orange sludgy mud on the
side of the pit.
“Lola, remember when we started saying ‘I can’ ‘I will’ and then we also found out it was hard
work? What did you tell me to do?”
“I remember,” said Lola, “ I said that when the work gets hard we will need to work harder.”
“And we keep trying”’ added Bob.
"You're fine, don't worry," said Bob quietly. "Just stop a moment and relax. You've done really
well so far. It’s going to get harder but if you work hard and keep trying you can do it.”
After a moment or two Lola had calmed down again, waiting quietly on the orange muddy side
of the pit.
"Now, let's try a different way up." Bob, peering over the side of the bank, could see a better path
for Lola. "Try going to the left a bit before you go up. I can see a grassy part, which might be
easier to hold on to. Give that a go."
Lola did what Bob suggested, and sure enough the climb got easier again as she reached the
green grassy area. Clutching on to the grass, she quickly got much higher up.
"Now go to the right. There are some small rocks to climb, which should make it easier. It will be
tricky, but go for it. Have a go."
Lola climbed over the small rocks, and was able to sit on top of one and rest. She looked down.
First she was scared: "It's a long way up!" she thought – but then she thought: "I've done so well so
far. I've had a go, one step at a time, and I'm getting better at climbing. I'm getting better, and I
will soon be out of the pit."
She realised she has wasn’t feeling so scared anymore.
Lola had had a go, she kept trying (even though it was hard), Bob helping her, encouraging her.
Little by little, centimetre by centimetre then metre by metre she walked, climbed and scrambled
her way from the sludgy red through the orange mud on the side to the grassy green and finally
out of the pit into the blue of the sunny sky.
And finally she was there, at the top of the pit.
With one last push she was out of the pit, lying on the top of the bank, lying on her back again,
puffing and panting, and staring up at Bob and the blue sky above.
Lola rolled over to look back down at the red muddy soggy bottom of the pit way below her.
"Thank you, Bob," she said. "Thank you for helping me. I needed you to help me and encourage
me to get better. Thank you."
"No, Lola, it was you that did it. You had a go, you kept on trying, and you listened to my help. I'm
pleased you are out of the pit, too!" Bob said.
Lola slumped down. "I'm now really tired," she said quietly. "I think I need a lie down, up here in
the sun."
Bob chuckled and smiled. "Well, don't lie down too close to the edge of the bank. You know
what happened last time!"
Bob and Lola talked about what had happened all the way home!
When they got home, dad was immediately asking questions about the red sludgy mud that had
dried to Lola’s trousers, shoes and hands.
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“Where on earth have you been, Lola?” “Bob, what has happened here?” “Are you OK, Lola?”
Lola waited for the barrage of questions to stop, and then spoke:
“We went up past Silverman Woods, and I went up to the top of the field and fell through a
hedge and ended up in a pit of red sludgy mud, and then orange mud, then grassy green and
then blue as I got out of the pit. And I did like we have learnt!”
Dad seemed confused about it all.
“I have an idea’”, suggested Bob, smiling, “you get out of your smelly clothes, Lola, and I will draw
dad a picture, then we can explain it to dad again, as I’m not sure he understands it all – yet!”
Bob and Lola – The Pit © 2017 Tim Walters
*****
Here is the Pit that Bob drew

Family Time - what to do next!
!

Make a Pocket Pit picture! Make a pocket picture of the Pit to take with you.

!

Make a poster! Make a Pit poster of your own to put up on your wall.

ü

Play the Memory Game! Draw or write what you remember about the story.

You may like to see the Learning Pit too, and look up James Nottingham – I have put one of his
Learning Pits on the next page.
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Chapter Five
Bob and Lola go to the Funfair
The bit for adults
This is the story of how Bob and Lola continued moving from a Fixed Mindset to a Growth
Mindset.
This story introduces the Challenge – O Meter, which builds on the previous stories,
particularly of the Pit.
I can, I will!
The Power of Yet
Hard work
The story of the Pit focussed on what learning looks like.
We do our best learning when we are challenged (or challenge ourselves), and so
begins the understanding of how we may measure challenge and effort (after all
measuring what constitutes hard work mentally is much harder to quantify than physical
hard work).
The Challenge – O – Meter provides a way to start to measure challenge, using a story
that relates to the Pit.
You may need to know what the ‘Blast Off!’ fairground stall is like. There is a painting in
this story.
At the end of the story there are some things you may like to do together, to help you
and all the family develop your understanding of a Growth Mindset.
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Bob and Lola go to the Funfair
It was the time of year when the fair came to town,
and it was one of the highlights of the year.
Bob and Lola had ben excited about it for weeks, and
had been saving their pocket money for much longer.

THE BIGGEST AND BEST FAIR EVER!
NEW RIDES! HUNDREDS OF STALLS!
FOR ONE WEEK ONLY!
These posters had been pasted up all over the town.
Mum and dad weren’t planning to go on the first day it opened – ‘lots of errands and jobs to do,
besides it will be really busy’ – but Bob and Lola pestered and pestered until they eventually gave
in.
“I know what ride I’m going on first,’ said Bob in the car on the way, “I’ve seen it on the internet.
It’s called Insanity and it is awesome! You get to fly in rockets!”
“I’m going in the Funhouse”, said Lola. “Do you remember last year when we both got stuck on
the travelling floor? That was so funny!”
As soon as the car was parked Bob and Lola were striding off to the fair.
The lights! The noise! The music! The people!
It was busy – as mum and dad had said – and it was also really, really loud.
The children’s excitement soon turned to disappointment.
The queues for the Funhouse and Insanity were huge, and they realised they weren’t going to get
on the rides for a long, long time.
Mum cheered them up with two questions:
“Shall we come back next Saturday when we know it’s much quieter?”
And
“Who’s for a huge candy floss?”
Bob and Lola answered yes to both questions, and so they all headed off in the direction of the
candy floss stall.
To get to the candy floss meant walking past lots of the other noisy thrilling rides – Ghost Train,
Twister, Skydiver, Dodgems, Freak Out – and then past the quieter sideshows – Hook a Duck, Tin
Can Alley, Coconut Shy.
Finally at the candy floss stall, Bob and Lola tucked into enormous pink clouds of sugary floss.
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As he was eating Bob caught a glimpse of a rocket whizzing up and down – a rocket just like the
ones on the Insanity ride.
Curious, he lad Lola, mum and dad to have a closer look.
As they got closer they could see more of the rocket, more of the sideshow, and hear the shouts
of the sideshow owner.
“50p each go, 3 goes for a pound!”
“Get the rocket to the moon and win a cash prize!”
Bob walked nearer to get a closer look. This is what he saw:
There was a target painted on the top of a box. Behind this box was a really tall structure, that
had strips of the colours red, then orange, then green, then blue, and then the moon – painted
blue - at the top.
On either side of the coloured strips there were lights that flashed.
On the front of all this was a rocket, just like the ones on the Insanity ride.
He watched as a few other children had a go:
Raise the big wooden mallet above your head!
Hit the Launchpad target as hard as you can!
Watch the rocket launch into the air!
Listen for the countdown and watch the colours light up!
Get it right, hit the Launchpad target hard enough, and –
the rocket rises all the way through the colours,
the countdown goes all the way from 10 to zero – and Blast Off!
You win the prize!

Bob remembered seeing something like this at the school summer fair.
“Can I have a go please, mum?” they both asked together.
Lola went first, handing over her £1 to the owner.

Whack! The mallet hit the launchpad target. The rocket launched. Red lights lit up!
“Try again, Lola”, called Bob.

Whack! The mallet hit the launchpad target. The rocket launched.

Orange!

“One more go” “Go for it”’ they all encouraged Lola.

Whack! The mallet hit the Launchpad target. The rocket launched. Orange!
“Well done, Lola! How was it?”, asked Bob.
“It’s hard”, she replied, handing the large wooden mallet to Bob, as he handed his £1 to the
sideshow owner.
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He lined up for his go.

Whack! The mallet hit the launchpad target. The rocket launched. Red lights lit up!
“Try again, Bob”, called Lola.

Whack! The mallet hit the launchpad target. The rocket launched. Red!
“Go for it this time!”, encouraged Lola.
Bob went for it.
He heaved the mallet above his head with all his might, swinging it up as high as he could, ready
to slam it down onto the launchpad target.
Suddenly he lost his grip, the mallet began to spin wildly before crashing to the ground, missing
the target and bouncing off the soft ground towards the crowd and the stall owner.
The sideshow owner smirked.
“Never mind son, that’s your three goes over”, as he walked to pick up the mallet and handed it
to the next child in the queue.
Bob walked away with mum, dad and Lola.
As he walked away, he kept looking over his shoulder at the Launchpad, the rocket, and the big

BLAST OFF! sign next to the moon.

And Bob started thinking.
He was still thinking all the way home in the car whilst finishing his candy floss, whilst drinking his hot
chocolate in the kitchen, and whilst getting ready for bed. He was thinking about next
Saturday….

***************
Mum and dad woke up on Sunday morning to a few unusual noises coming from the shed.
Inside was Bob, busy building and planning.
He had a plan for next Saturday, for the
1.

I need more muscle power!

2.

I need to be smarter!

3.

I need help and advice!

Blast Off! sideshow:

He worked on his muscle power every day all week, using a special mallet he had made in the
shed. He got stronger.
He used the mallet to hit a special Launchpad target he had made in the shed, and he practised
lots of new learning ; how to stand, how to hold the mallet, how to hit the target. He got smarter
at hitting the Launchpad target.
Dad and mum came to watch each day, to give advice and help.
And every day, little by little, he got stronger and smarter.
By the time Saturday came around he was ready!
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Once they arrived at the fair, mum and dad automatically walked towards the Insanity ride and
the Funhouse for Bob and Lola. They were busy chatting about how much less busy it was, less
noisy, much nicer.
Meanwhile Bob started heading of in a different direction. Where was he going?
“Where are you off to? Insanity is this way”, called mum.
“I know, he’s off to the Blast Off! stall”, replied dad, “I’ll go with him”.
Dad caught up with the determined Bob, and together they walked past the noisy, thrilling rides,
past the stalls and straight to Blast Off!
The rocket was still there, the owner was still there, and the cash prize was bigger.
The queue was bigger, but this time Bob didn’t mind waiting.
When he reached the front he held out his £1 to the owner.
“I remember you”, he said, smirking, “you’re the lad from last week who nearly took my head off
with the mallet. Stand well back everyone this is going to be quite a spectacle!”
He handed Bob the mallet.
“I’ll tell you what, I might even give you a prize if you can just hit the launchpad target!”, the
owner laughed, and the crowd joined in.
“Go on Bob”, whispered dad, “don’t listen to him”.
Bob took hold of the mallet and remembered all the new things he had learnt, all he had taught
himself, all that he had practised in the shed. Here goes…

Whack! The mallet hit the launchpad target.
The rocket launched and started heading towards the moon.
The countdown started.

10! 9! 8! 7!
Red! Orange!
The sideshow owner chuckled and smirked. Dad smiled in encouragement.

Whack! The mallet hit the launchpad target.
The rocket launched and started heading towards the moon.
The countdown started.

10! 9!
Red!

8! 7! 6!
Orange!

The man stopped laughing.
The crowd went quiet.
Bob’s third and final go.
Bob prepared.
He stood right.
He held the mallet right.
He took his time.
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Whack! The mallet hit the launchpad target.
The rocket launched and started heading towards the moon – hurtling fast towards the moon!
The countdown started – faster than before!
The colours started lighting up – quicker than before!

10! 9!
Red!

8! 7! 6!
Orange!

5! 4! 3!
Green!

The rocket kept rising and the blue lights went on too…

…. 3!

2! 1!

BLAST OFF!

Blue!
The bell went off, the machine kept blurting out
all the crowd clapped and cheered.

BLAST OFF!, the lights all flashed crazily, and

The owner stared at the rocket and then at Bob, he was speechless.
“H – how on earth did you do that?”, exclaimed the man eventually.
“Easy!”, smiled Bob excitedly. “Lots of time and hard work paid off! Please may I have my prize?”
The owner handed over the money, and Bob walked away with his dad.
“Right’, said Bob, “shall we find mum and Lola? The rides are all on me!”

Bob and Lola go to the Funfair © 2018 Tim Walters

Family Time - what to do next!
ü

Play the Memory Game! Draw or write what you remember about the story.
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Chapter Six
Bob and Lola - The Pit, Blast Off! And The Challenge – O - Meter
The bit for adults
This chapter is not a story but a game.
It continues building understanding of a Growth Mindset. The game is used to bring a
number of key messages together, and therefore reinforce understanding:
I can, I will!
Understanding that I need to have a go at something if I am to master it;
The Power of Yet
I may not be able to do it – yet – but I should give it a try and I can get better;
Hard work
If I work hard at it I can get better and better.
The Pit
It’s OK to be in the Pit, and feel challenged by things, because this is when we do the
best learning.
Bob and Lola at the Funfair
Work hard at learning new things, use help and advice to improve.
The next chapter builds on this, helping all the family understand the emotions that go
with challenge, hard work, failure - and success!
This chapter is a game.
It links the Pit colours with the ‘Blast Off!’ colours and numbers, and neatly puts it all
together on a Challenge – O – Meter.
There is a poster of the Challenge - O – Meter and the Pit with the story.
The Challenge – O – Meter is a great resource to have at home.
At the end of the chapter there are some things you may like to do together, to help you
and all the family develop your understanding of a Growth Mindset.
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Bob and Lola - The Pit, Blast Off! And The Challenge – O - Meter
You remember the story of Bob and Lola, and the Pit?
How Lola ended up in the bottom of the pit full of red sludgy mud?
How she felt scared and worried?
She also remembered how important it was to have a go, even if you are worried about it. And
then, how important it was to keep trying and keep working hard.
When she made a mistake she tried again, and again.
She also remembered how, as she got out of the pit, she felt better – more confident. She could
see that by having a go, working hard and keeping on trying she was getting better and better.
She was learning new things – new skills – and how to use them.
And you will have seen the picture of the Pit that Bob drew, to help dad understand what had
happened.
I bet you also spotted that the right hand side of the Pit is higher than the left. This is because she
learnt new things, so she knew more when she reached the top of the Pit.
You remember the story of Bob and Lola going to the fair?
I am sure you remember how Bob worked hard, learning new things, taking help and advice, and
was able to go from red to orange to green to blue on the Blast Off! Game?
And how the numbers went up?

10! 9!
Red!
…. 3!

8! 7! 6!
Orange!

2! 1!

5! 4! 3!
Green!

BLAST OFF!

Blue!

*********************************
Now what comes next is not a story, but a game for you to try.
You may want to grab a camera!
The game will take you through the colours of the Pit and the Blast Off!
Are you ready?
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0	
  
1	
  
2	
  
3	
  
4	
  
5	
  
6	
  
7	
  
8	
  
9	
  
10	
  
Red
We start off in the Red, in the Pit, where Lola was when she fell in.
This is what some children have said it feels like when they are on Red:

I can’t do it!

It’s impossible!
I’m feeling stressed

My brain is not working

Brain freeze!

My head is going to pop
I am upset and worried

Can you think of any more words to put in the space in the red box below?

	
  

Grab a camera!
Can you make an expression or act out what this looks like, to be on the red, to be in the pit, to
feel really challenged?
You could photograph this for your own poster.
It’s OK to feel these things when we are on the red, we all will feel all or some of them. It shows we
are challenging ourselves, trying to get better, trying hard to learn something new.
Try asking other people what they feel when they are challenged.
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Orange
Next Lola moved from Red to Orange, by having a go and learning new things.
This is what some children have said it feels like when they are on Orange:

Really puzzled
Pins and needles in my brain
Slight brain freeze
This is a little bit tricky
My brain is working hard
It is getting a bit easier!
I must keep trying
I can learn from mistakes
Can you think of any more words to put in the space in the orange box below?

	
  

Grab the camera!
Can you make an expression or act out what this looks like, to be on the Orange.
You are having a go, you are trying new things, and you have started to get out of the pit, but
you’re not able to do it – yet!
You could photograph this for your own poster too.
Ask other people how they feel when they are on the orange.

Green
If you are on the green you are getting out of the pit.
You are having a go, you are working hard, making mistakes, taking advice learning how to get
better, and you keep on trying. You are learning new skills and using them.
You are getting there – well done and keep going!
This is what some children have said it feels like when they are on Green:
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My brain is getting better
My brain is working hard
I can do it if I keep trying hard
I am learning from my mistakes
I am getting better at this
I am excited by working hard
Can you think of any more words to put in the space in the green box below?

	
  

Grab the camera!
Can you make an expression or act out what this looks like, to be on the Green?
You are having a go, you have made mistakes and learned from them, you have kept trying, and
now you are nearly out of the pit. Ask other people how they feel when they are on the green.
You could photograph this for your own poster too.
Ask other people how they feel when they are on the green.

Blue
If you are on blue, you have had a go, you have kept on trying, you have worked hard, you have
listened to advice, you got better by learning more and more – success! Well done!
It took hard work and time – great learning always is – but it was worth it.
This is what some children have said it feels like when they are on Blue:

I did it!

I feel great and so excited!

I am so happy
I did it – I got better and better
I enjoyed working hard

This feels fantastic!

What shall I challenge myself with next?
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Can you think of any more words to put in the space in the blue box below?

	
  

Grab the camera!
Can you make an expression or act out what this looks like, to be on the Blue, to be successful, to
have learnt new things, and now you are out of the pit?
You could photograph this for your own poster too.
It’s a great feeling too, to have got onto the blue, to be out of the pit!

Did you see that the colours match the colours of the Pit and Blast Off?
Well spotted!

And did you see the numbers on the Pit?
Well spotted on that one too!
These are the same numbers that are on the

Blast Off! Game that Bob played.

This is called a Challenge – O – Meter.
You can use the numbers to measure your challenge.
You are in the bottom of the Pit, so you are on red and scoring 10 or 9 on the Challenge-O-Meter.
If you are on orange, you will be scoring 8, 7, 6 on the Challenge-O-Meter.
If you are on green you will be scoring 5, 4, 3 on the Challenge-O-Meter.
If you are on blue you will be scoring 2, 1, 0 on the Challenge-O-Meter.

Bob and Lola - The Pit, Blast Off! And The Challenge – O – Meter © 2018 Tim Walters
Challenge – O – Meter © FrithSykes Ltd; Adapted with permission from FrithSykes Ltd.

Family Time - what to do next!
! Make a poster! Make a Challenge – O – Meter poster with the photos you took. Use the
same colours and numbers.
$ Be a Challenge-O-Meter detective! Look out for times when you are in the pit, in the red,
scoring 10. How did you get out? Ask other people you know about when they have been on
the red, scoring 10, and what they did to get out of the pit.
8 Play the Challenge-O-Meter game! Ask each person write of something that has been a
challenge today or this week, and put it on the Challenge-O-Meter. What number did they
give the challenge? How did they feel? How did they get to the blue?
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Chapter Seven
Homework for Bob and Lola
The bit for adults
This chapter uses a story to explain about how we all learn; what happens when we learn
new things, and then what happens when we repeat them until we know them really
well.
It introduces Metalearning – learning about how we learn.
It will introduce the terms ‘making connections’ and ‘neural networks’.
This will help the family have a shared vocabulary when learning is happening, by linking
to the previous experiences of Bob and Lola in the earlier stories.
At the end of the story there are some things you may like to do together, to help you
and all the family develop your understanding of a Growth Mindset.
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Homework for Bob and Lola	
  
Bob and Lola were busy at the kitchen table, doing their
homework.
Bob’s homework was to draw his route to school, with as much
detail as he could of everything he saw along the way. He had
got a big piece of paper, all his felt pens, and was carefully
drawing the shop on the corner of Silverman Street.
Lola’s homework was to write a diary of her school day. She had
another big piece of paper and was writing down everything she
could think of. She was writing about getting ready for school – and
writing everything she could remember – when dad came in.
“How is the homework coming along?”, asked dad as he turned
on the kettle.
“It’s coming on well!”, they both answered together.
Dad came to have a look.
“You both remember an awful lot about what you do and what you see, which is great!”
Lola stopped and put her writing pencil down. She looked thoughtful.
Dad was a bit anxious when Lola looked thoughtful, as this meant she was getting ready to ask a
tricky question!
“We didn’t always know all this, though, did we?”, she said.
“What do you mean?’, dad replied.
“Well, when we were younger we didn’t know how to get dressed, or the way to school”, Lola
said, as she pointed at Bob’s map.
“That’s true”, said dad, “you had to learn them, and then remember them.
So, start by closing your eyes. Try to remember what you did this morning, from when you got up
to when you got to school.
You remembered to get dressed. Well done! (or did I remind you?)
Did you remember how to get dressed?
You remembered to eat your breakfast. Well done!
Did you remember how to eat your breakfast?
You remembered to walk into school, and followed the route that Bob is drawing. Well done!
Did you remember how to walk to school?
You have learnt all these things, and now you don’t really need to think about it”.
“Well, I guess you are right”, replied Bob, “ I did all those things but I didn’t have to think about
them, because I could just do them – somehow”.
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“OK, let’s play a game! Bob – you get a sweatshirt, a coat and some shoes. Lola – you get some
cereal, a bowl and a spoon.”
Bob and Lola looked at dad in an odd way, and then went to get what he had asked for. What
was this game to be?
Within a few moments they were back, Bob with a sweatshirt, coat and shoes, Lola with a bowl,
cereal and a spoon.
“Here’s the first game”, said dad. “First we will try the dressing game. You both got dressed this
morning, so how did you remember how to get dressed? Lola, you are going to tell Bob exactly
what to do to get those clothes on. Bob, you are going to do exactly as Lola says.”
Excitedly Bob and Lola played the game. Bob tried to follow Lola’s instructions, but sometimes she
got them wrong and so he ended up in quite a mess and mass of clothing. After much ordering
about, and lots of laughter, Bob stood there, dressed in sweatshirt, coat and shoes.
“That was really hard to think about!”, cried Lola.
“So now let’s swap”, said dad. “Next we will try the breakfast game. You both had breakfast this
morning, so how did you remember how to eat breakfast? Bob, now you are going to tell Lola
exactly what to do to eat the cereal. Lola, you are going to do exactly as Bob says.’
What a mess! There were bits of cereal all over the floor, all over the table and all over Lola!
“Thank goodness we didn’t use the milk too!”, laughed Lola as she picked the small bits of cereal
off her lap and put them on the table.
“That was really hard to think about too!”’ exclaimed Bob.
Dad scooped up the cereal bits from the table and spread them on a piece of paper on the
table. He picked up a few of the small cereal pieces, and showed them to Bob and Lola.
“When you are born, you have millions and millions, actually billions of neurons in your brain, but
not many of them are joined together. To learn new things – and remember them – we need to
join the neurons together. We’ll use the cereal bits as neurons”.
Dad placed a few of the cereal bits on the paper.
Then he picked up Bob’s felt pen and started drawing between the cereal bits, like this:

	
  

“When we try something new – like dressing, or eating – we start to link the neurons together, like
this”, pointing to the lines he was drawing to join the cereal bits. ‘”This is called a neural network.”
“Now, if we only try something once, the neuron links will break, and we forget what we have
learnt. But if we do the same thing over and over again more of them link together…”
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He picked up the pen again and carried on joining the cereal bits.

“What we do is keep doing the same thing over and over again. So, to link the neurons we do the
same thing over and over again, until the neural network becomes really strong and the links
between the neurons can’t be easily broken.”

Dad kept drawing the lines over and over again.
“The more times we do something the easier we find it, the stronger the neural network, the less
we have to think about it because we have learnt it”, explained dad. He pointed at Bob’s map to
school. “Like walking to school, eating and getting dressed, we really don’t have to think about
how to do it anymore.”
As dad kept scribbling lines on the paper between the bits of cereal, surrounded by Bob’s map
homework, Lola’s diary homework, paper, pencils and felt pens, a pile of clothes, plus bits of
cereal on the table, chairs and floor, mum walked into the kitchen.
“Ah!”, exclaimed dad, looking at mum’s expression. ”It does look a bit of a mess!”
“ Please make sure you all remember to tidy up before tea”, said mum.
And Bob, Lola and dad started to laugh.
Homework for Bob and Lola © 2018 Tim Walters

What to do next!
ü Play the clothes game! Can you explain to someone how to dress? Have fun!
$ Be a Brain Detective! Find out more about how the brain works.

! Make a Brain Poster! Put on it all the facts about the brain – the most powerful computer.
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Personal Best for a Family Growth Mindset
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Chapter Eight
Bob and Lola’s Personal Best
The bit for adults
In my work with school children, staff and parents, this was one of the really powerful
ideas that really helped children and families with a Growth Mindset.

Personal Best may be defined in the following way:
"I don't believe you have to be better than everybody else.
I believe you have to be better than you ever thought you could be."
Ken Venturi
You may have come across Personal Best as it is often used in a sporting context.
It suits really well for the family learning context too, as it reflects that a child is really
focussing upon improving upon their previous self, doing better than they had done
before, and recognising this comes through hard work, keeping trying, learning from
mistakes etc.
In a nutshell Personal Best encompasses all the attributes and behaviours contained in
the earlier stories in the book.
For a parent, it is also a reminder that each child is different, and so should not be
compared to each other!
The story introduces the idea of the Personal Best, and relates this through the themes in
earlier stories, particularly ‘Bob and Lola go to the Funfair’.
At the end of the story there are some things you may like to do together, to help you
and all the family develop your understanding of a Growth Mindset.
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Bob and Lola’s Personal Best	
  
It was Saturday morning, and Bob was looking at the newspaper
on the kitchen table.
“What are you reading?”, asked Lola.
“I’m looking at the results of the athletics at the Olympics “, replied
Bob.” It must have been amazing to watch, as lots of World
Records were broken yesterday”.
They sat down together to look at the pictures and the results, and
read about the event.
“Look here!”, said Bob excitedly, “there’s a picture of the 100m,
with a photo finish! Wow! That was so close!”
“It says something I don’t know about”, said Lola. “Under that
picture it says ‘I won the 100m final, which is fantastic because it was really close. I am really
pleased to win, and best of all I have beaten my PB today. A fantastic Olympics for me!’ What
does PB mean I wonder?”
Bob and Lola looked through the article. Bob wasn’t sure what it meant either, but he had an
idea of who might.
“Let’s ask mum or dad”, he suggested.
Lola went to find mum, who explained it to both of them.
“ PB means Personal Best. It means you have beaten your own best record so far.”
“I think I get it”, replied Bob, “So he will have run the fastest 100m he has ever run?”
“Exactly”, replied mum. “Athletes time every race, in training and in competitions, so that they
can get quicker and quicker. They look at every part of each race, to see what they need to
improve on, where they went wrong, and use a coach to help them improve. So the times of their
Personal Best help them measure how they are getting better and better.”
Bob thought about it a bit more.
“I did that”, he said.
“What do you mean?”, asked Lola, looking up from the newspaper.
“Do you remember when we went to the fair, and we had a go on Blast Off!?”
Lola looked at him a bit puzzled.
“Well”, continued Bob, “I didn’t do very well the first time. Do you remember I let the mallet fly off
into the crowd? Then I came home and practised…”
“I remember now”, answered Lola. “You made a Blast Off! In the shed and worked really hard at
getting really good at it. And then you went back to have another go and….”
“The first time I got the rocket to the orange.”, interrupted Bob. The second time I did better and
got it to the green, and the third time I got the rocket to the top…”
“And won first prize, and paid for some extra rides for all of us!”, interrupted Lola.
Bob continued with a determined look on his face.
“So each time I got better, and beat my Personal Best.
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From now on, whatever I do, I want to do it better than I have before.”
“I’m going to do the same, once I have found out a bit more about athletes”, answered Lola.
With the help of mum, Bob and Lola did some more research.
This is what Bob and Lola found out.
Not one of them was born a world champion!
They had a go at something new.
Quite a few said they tried the sport first at school, or at a club.
The athletes each worked really hard.
Every one of the athletes said they had worked really hard for years to get better and better.
The athletes kept on trying.
Each of the athletes didn’t do well every time they competed, like maybe missing an important
shot. If s/he got it wrong, s/he learned from the mistake and had another go.
The athletes listened to advice.
Each athlete had someone – a coach perhaps – to help them get better and better. The coach
watched them, showed them what to do, and helped them improve.
The athletes were motivated!
Each of those athletes really wanted to get better, to improve on what they had done before.

Bob and Lola’s Personal Best © 2017 Tim Walters

Family Time - what to do next!
✰ Play the Personal Best Challenge! Set yourself – and the rest of the family – a PB Challenge.
ü
8

Play the Memory Game! Draw or write what you remember about the story.
Research a sports person! With an adult, use the internet to find out more about their life
story and their successes.

Well done! You have read all the Bob and Lola stories!
What next?
Have a look for the books on the next page. Find them in your local library.
Enjoy the books – they’re all great stories!
Look out for the Bob and Lola ‘Roses of Success’ stories- coming soon!
Go to www.mindsetters.gg to find out more about them.
There are also lots of other books you could read.
These are books that I have used with children – they are all great books!
The internet has lots of material on Growth Mindset, including eBooks, videos and music.
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The Family Mindsetters
Growth Mindset for all the family!
By Tim Walters
Over the past few years, the term ‘Growth Mindset’ has become increasingly used in
education and is now becoming more popular with families. Through decades of
research, Dr Carol Dweck has shown that what people believe about their abilities
significantly impacts on their learning and personal accomplishment.
Led by Tim Walters and Deborah Setters, Vauvert Primary School in Guernsey has taken a
journey to successfully build Growth Mindset through its core, like a stick of rock. The
approach meant that pupils, staff and parents have a sound understanding of mindset
theory and the behaviours that come from the different mindsets. It tracks the process by
which congruence between the theory of Growth Mindset and a whole school culture
has been achieved, leading to significant and tangible improvements for pupils,
academically, socially and emotionally. This is all recorded in their book ‘Growth Mindset
– From Roots to Roses’.
Tim has now adapted, revised and written new material into a new book so that families
may benefit from a practical and fun approach to Growth Mindset - for all the family!
The Family Mindsetters uses the tried and tested methods used in school, translated into
a highly accessible form for families to use. Taking stories of Bob and Lola, written by Tim,
it provides a journey for each family to follow, to develop as a Family Mindsetters. Using
those tried and tested methods can lead to success for your journey to a Growth Mindset
Family. Enjoy and learn from the stories and activities in this book. The stories are warming
to read and the creativity of approach is an inspiration.
The book contains:
ü Introduction to a Growth Mindset – the science-y bit;
ü Eight stories and activities – from the Roots of a Growth Mindset to Personal Best;
ü References and other published books.	
  
www.mindsetters.gg
ISBN Number: 978-1-83853-041-9
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